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ABSTRACT

Four new crystal-saugture refinements have been done on wodginite-group minerals. Two partially ordered samples

were used in single-crystal experiments, one, tantalian, the other, ferroan. The ferroan sample was heated to induce

order, and its structure was-re-refined. In addition to the single-crystal experiments, a Rietveld refinement from

powdlr-diffracrion dara was done on a fully ordered lithiowodginite. Refinements of the partially ordered samples

ihow that they are structurally intermediate io wodginite and ixiolite, and that heating under conventional conditions

of l000oC foi 16 hours inducls full wodginite-type cation order. In terms of both individual and mean bondJengths'

data for Li-rich samples deviate signific;ntb fiom established trends for Li-poorer samples in a martner consistent

with disorder of Li off the central 7 position. Schemes of cation order for potential derivatives of ixiolite have been

evaluated for cells up to four times ihe volume of the ixiolite cell = size of the wodginite cell). For full .4BC2O3

cation order, four most-probable schenies of order result. Three of these involve a doubled cell; one involves a

quadrupled cell, relative tb an ixiolite parent, Only the scheme of order with a quadrupled cell occurs naturally' l'.e.,

tire wodginite siructure; there is nothing in its schime of order to indicate why nature prefers it over the other three

schemes; more sophisticated calculations of energy seem necessary.

Keywords: crystal-structure refinement, wodginite gXoup, order-disorder, Rietveld method.

SovINleIns

Nous avons effectu6 quatre nouveaux affinements de la structure cristalline de min€raux du groupe de la wodginite.

Deux de ceux-ci, partielliment ordonn6s, dont un est tantalifbre et l'autre, ferreux, ont 6t6 utilisds pour des expdriences

sur cristal unique. L'€chantillon riche en fer a 6t6 chauffd pour promouvoir une, mise en ordre, et I'affinement de sa

structure a 6t6 rdpdt6. En plus, nous avons effectu6 I'affinement d'un €chantillon de lithiowodginite completement

ordonn6 ,u, poodr" par la mfihode de Rietveld. Les affinements des dchantillons partiell€ment ordonn6s montrent
qu'ils sont ,iro.torul"-.nt interm6diaires i la wodginite et a I'ixiolite, et qu'un chauffage sous conditions

conventionnelles de 1000"C pour 16 heures mdne i une mise en ordre compldte des cations selon le modble de la

wodginite. D'aprbs les longueurs des liaisons individuelles et moyennes, les donn6es pour les dchantillons riches en Li

ddvient de faCon importante des tendances {tablies pour ceux qui sont plus pauvres en Li, et concordent avec I'hypothBse
qu,il y a d6sbrdre du Li par rapport A la position centrale /. Nout avons dvalud les sch€mas de mise en ordre des

cations pour les d€riv6s potentleti de I'idolite pour des mailles jusqu'i quatre fois le volume de la maille de l'ixiolite'

c'est-i-dire, de la maille de la wodginite. Poui le modble d'une miie en ordre compl&te des cations selon,4BC2Os,-il

en r6sulte quatre sch€mas plausibles. Trois de ceux-ci impliquent une maille doubl€e; un schdma requlgrt une maille
quadrupl6e, par rappon i ia maille de l'ixiolite. Seul le sch6ma de mise en ordre de la maille quadruplde se retrouve

dans la natuie, souJforme de wodginite. Rien n'explique le ddveloppement preferentiel de ce sch6ma, plutOt que les

trois autres. Des calculs plus sophiitiqu{s de l'€nergie des structures semblent indiquds pour expliquer ce point.

(Traduit par la Rddaction)

Mots-cl6s: affinemenl de la structure cristalline, groupe de la wodginite, ordre-d€sordre, m6thode de Rietveld.

INtnooucrton

The crystal structure of wodginite, MnSnTazOs,
was first recognized as a superstructure of ixiolite,
(Ta,Sn,Mn)Oz, by Nickel et al. (1963) on the basis
of X-ray powder-diffraction data. Elphick (1972)

proposed a model for the wodginite $tructure;
however, only subcell reflections were used,
resulting in an erroneous space-group for the
structure. Grice (1973) attempted a full refinement
of the structure (space Eroup C2/c). He showed
that there are three cationic sites in the wodginite
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structure, and that all cations are in octahedral
coordination; the octahedra form e-pbO-like
zig-zag chains yia sharing of polyhedron .ig.t.
Graham & Thornber (1974) published a refinement
of the wodginite structure in the space group Cc,
which resulted in four cationic sites, two of which
show incomplete order among cation occupants.
Ferguson et al. (1976) re-investigated the structure
of wodginite and showed that the results of Grice
(1973) and Graham & Thornber (1974) are in error
owing to incorrect choices of origin; C2,/c, not Cc,
is the correct space-group. Gatehouse et al. (1976)
showed that the compound M-LiTa3Oris isostruc-
tural with wodginite, and obtained the same
solution of the structure as Ferguson et al. (1976).
A later Rietveld refinement of the M-LiTarO,
structure using neutron powder-diffraction dita
(Santoro et al, 1977) Iocated the Li atom, which
Gatehouse e/ al. (1976) could not find in their X-ray
experiment.

Polyhedral representations of the wodginite
structure are shown in Figures I and 2. Oxygen
atoms form approximately hexagonally close-pack-
ed layers perpendicular to X. Cations occupy

one-half of the octahedral interstices at each level
in the close-packed array ofanions. There are three
cationic sites, denoted here as A, B and C. The A
and I sites lie at the same level in the closest-pack-
ing, whereas the C sites lie at a different level; these
layers alternate along X. All coordination
polyhedra link via edge-sharing to form a-PbO2-
like zig-zag chains along Z. Chains are intercon-
nected by corner-sharing linkages between levels of
the closest-packed layering. The.4 and I polyhedra
alternate along the zig-zag chains of their level;
adjacent levels necessarily consist only of chains of
C polyhedra.

Ideally, the .4 site contains Mn, the B site
contains Sn, and the C site contains Ta, resulting
in the ideal formula MnSnTa2O6 (Z : 4) for
wodginite. Ferguson et al. (1976) showed thar Ta
can be disordered over the .B and C sites; however,
as disorder between the B and C sites does not
modify the space-group symmetry, this behavior
can only be easily detected by examining results of
chemical analyses for Ta-overstuffed compositions.
Powder-diffraction experiments show that some
members of the wodginite group have X-ray-dif-

ba
Flc. I . The structure of ideal wodginite projected along X; (a) the layer of.4, .B octahedra; (b) the layer of C octahedra.

,a (Mn) octahedra are hatch-stippled, I (Sn) octahedra are densely stippled, and C (Ta) octahedra are lightly
stippled.



fraction properties intermediate to those of
wodginite and ixiolite (as proposed by Lahti 1982)
or wodginite and wolframite [as proposed by
Maksimova & Khvostova (1970) and Polyakov &
Cherepivskaya (1981)1. The model involving ixiolite
implies disorder over all cationic sites; the model
involving wolframite implies disorder only over the
A and B sites. In principle, it should be relatively
easy to differentiate between the two models on the
basis of site occupancies derived from crystal-struc-
ture refinements. To avoid any confusion regarding
order-disorder phenomena in wodginite-group
minerals, we shall use the following nomenclature.
For samples with diffraction properties fully
compatible with the wodginite structure, we use the
term (fully) ordered; for samples with diffraction
properties intermediate to those of the wodginite
structure and those of some substructure (e.9.,
ixiolite, wolframite), we use the term partially
ordered. Disorder of Ta over the B and C sites is
here referred to as Ta disorder; it is fully compatible
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with the wodginite structure, and does not
contradict the terminology described above.

In companion papers (Ercit et al. l992a,b), we
outline variations in the chemistry and structure of
what we now recognize to be the wodginite group,
The goal of the present paper is to investigate the
structural properties of wodginite-group minerals,
with emphasis on order-disorder relationships.

EXPERIMENTAL

Sin gle-cry s t q I diffr act io n

Two samples of wodginite-group minerals were
examined by single-crystal X-ray diffraction; both
are paftially ordered, one intermediate in composi-
tion between wodginite and lithiowodginite (sample
CX-l: Coosa Co., Alabama), the other inter-
mediate in composition between wodginite and
ferrowodginite (sample A-17: Ankole, Uganda).
Sample CX-l was donated by E.E. Foord (U.S.
Geological Surve$, and was described as having

a
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Ftc. 2. The wodginite structure projected along Z; the ag-zag chains of the structure
are perpendicular to the plane of the page. Shading is as in Figure l.
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diffraction properties intermediate between those
of wodginite and wolframite (E.E. Foord, pers.
comm.). Sample A-17 was investigated in Ercit el
al. (1992a); it shows diffraction properties inter-
mediate between those of wodginite and ixiolite.
The observed morphology indicates that both
crystals are sector-twinned, with Yas the twin axis.
In both cases, a fragment from one sector was
isolated and examined by the precession method to
confirm the absence of twinning within each
fragment. To minimize differential absorption, the
crystals were hand-shaped to approximate spheres
prior to data collection. Following initial collection
of intensity data, the crystal of sample A-17 was
heated in an attempt to induce cation order, and
data were recollected on this crystal. Conditions of
the heating experiment were as follows: 1000.C for
16 hours in an argon atmosphere, in a Ag-Pd foil
basket, using a vertical quench furnace.

Intensity data were collected on the single
crystals with a Nicolet R3n four-circle diffrac-
tometer, using the experimental method of Ercit e/
al. (1986). Fifteen to twenty-five intense reflections
(to 20 : 30") were used in centering each crystal;
least-squares refinement of the setting angles gave
the unit-cell parameters in Table l, and the
orientation matrix used for data collection. In each
case, one asymmetric unit of data was collected to
a maximum sin0/tr of 0.7035 to give the numbers
of unique reflections shown in Table 1. The dara
were empirically corrected for absorption (using
/-scan data), 1,.p arrd background effects using the
SHELXTL package of programs. A reflection was
considered observed if its intensity exceeded that
of three times its standard deviation; application
of this criterion resulted in the numbers of observed
reflections given in Table l. After collection of the
intensity data, the crystals used in each collection
were mounted in epoxy and polished for electron-
microprobe analysis. The conditions of electron-
microprobe analysis and the method of calculation
of the formula are described in Ercit et ol. (1992a)t

TABLE 1 . MISCELLANEOTJTi INFORMATION FOR SINGI.E.CFY TAL STRUCTURE
REFINEMENTS

IAALE A CHEMICAL COMPOSMONS OF WODGINTTE€NOUP MINEFAI.S USED IN
STNUCTUFE REFINEMENG}

Wodglnte Parlsly
Ords€d

Wodghls
p@14 (cx.0
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0.26 0.& 0.05 0.55
o,47 0.76

0.30
225 lm 0.81 1.77
o.78 1.4 1.@ 1.54
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15.& 16 15,72 1s.e4

CdoN psr @(O)

@171

A-17

Fmula @lculded t om analysb trom Fsrg@n 9t ar. (197E; UzO trd
Fsz+:Fe3+ @i@lAed ky WODGINITE prog@

Elsclron mlqoprcb€ analysb ot c.ystsl rE€d ln simctu@ mtysls; UrO ad
Fo2+:Fe3+ €lculded try WODGINITE progm: SrF':Sna* bi
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Elecfon-rd@probe a@lFlq Ll2O by Aomlc absorpdon spectr@py;
Fez+:Fe3+ @lculded try WODqNm progm
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the resulting compositions and unit formulae are
given in Table 2.

Powder diffraction

One wodginite-group mineral from the Tanco
pegmatite (sample TSE-76) was found to have a
high proportion of Ta at the B site according to its
chemical composition, and was suspected of having
a large proportion of vacancies at the A site. On
the basis of these properties, we considered a
structure refinement of this sample to be important;
however, the material was so finely crystalline and
in such intricate patterns of parallel growth that
single-crystal methods of investigation were impos-
sible. Consequently, we decided to attempt a
structure refinement using X-ray powder-diffrac-
tion data (Rietveld method).

The diffraction data were collected with a Plrilips
PWl7lO automated powder diffractometer using
graphite-monochromated Cu/(cr radiation and a I o

divergence slit. The sample was ground for 15
minutes in acetone prior to mounting in a sample
holder. The data were collected in a step-scanning
mode from l0o to 90o 2d. A step size of 0.08" 20
and a counting time of 5 s per step were selected
so as to obtain accurate estimated standard
deviations from count statistics (Hill & Madsen
1984). The average result of two electron-

Parthlyodersd F@Wodgfite FsMwodglnltE
Wodghts 0red)

lu-1\ laln ta-17hi
a (A) 9.so0(0 s.460(1) 9.4so(2)
o 11.46s(E 11.421(4 11.44p'(4
c s.13s(3) 511s(1) s.oe](i)
p 9os1(4) so.40(1) so.7s(2)
Y (Aq ssg.r(ei sss.ohl s+e.sizi
Sp@ GEup @tc C2lc- e.b' 

'

M@Edha(m) O@
g (Mo,G, m1) 414
TotalFoobs.Fo 86a,651
F''naln,wn (%) 6.0,5.8

R - > flrol-lFol) /: lFol
u/R - [tw(lFol.lFol)2 lzwlFol2l1t2, w-1

0.@ 0.@
40t2 4@

47q74 A1O,7Q
6.5,0.4 6,5,6.9
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microprobe analyses for sample TSE-76 is given in
Table 2; the conditions of analysis are given in Ercit
et ol. (1992a).

RsntNsvleNr

Sin gle - cry st a l - d dfr o c t io n d a t a

Miscellaneous information about the refinement
of the single-crystal X-ray-diffraction data are
given in Table l. The structures were refined using
SHELXT6 (Sheldrick 1976) in the CRYSRULER
package of programs (Rizzoli et al. 1986). Scatter-
ing factors for neutral atoms, together with
anomalous dispersion corrections, were taken from
Cromer & Mann (1968) and Cromer & Liberman
(1970), respectively. Observed and calculated struc-
ture-factors for each structure are available from
the Depository of Unpublished Data, CISTI,
National Research Council of Canada, Ottawa,
Ontario KIA 0S2.

Structure refinement for sample CX-l involved
a stafiing model with a wodginite-like pattern of
order. Starting positions were taken from Ferguson
et ol. (1976), and site contents for the various
cationic constituents of this hypothetical fully
ordered model were assigned by applying the
conclusions of Ferguson et al. (1976) and Etcit et
al. (1992a) to the results of the electron-microprobe
analysis (Table 2). In the first stage of refinement,
it was assumed that the style of cation disorder
followed a wolframite-like model. For fully ordered
wodginite, the structural formula is ABC2Oy; fot
the disordered wolframite model, the structural
formula is (AB)22C2Og; through the use of
constraint equations involving site occupancies, the
proportion of each component could be refined as
a single variable. Refinement of this wodginite-
wolframite model resulted in the following R
factors: R : 8.0, wR : 7.6t/o. Several unsuitable
features were noted in this model. Difference-
Fourier maps were found to indicate that the /
and B sites were scattering more strongly, and the
C site less strongly, than the model could
accommodate, indicative of disorder between the
stronger scatterers of the C site (i.e., Ta) and the
weaker scatterers of the ,4 and B sites (i.e., Mn,
Sn). Consequently, a second refinement was carried
out, this time with the assumption that the style of
cation disorder followed an ixiolite-like model, with
a structural formula (ABC)E4OB. Again, through
the use of constraint equations involving site
occupancies, the proportion of wodginite versus
ixiolite character was refined as a single variable.
Refinement converged at values of R : 6.0, wR
= 5.8V0, a significant improvement over the earlier
refinement. The success of this model was further
shown by difference-Fourier maps: electron dif-

ferences at the cation sites were one half those of
the first model. The degree of order based on this
ixiolite-wodginite mixing model is 59(l)90. The
maximum peak-height on the final difference-
Fourier map *a. 1.8 e-/L3 which, given the
complex chemistry, high coefficient of linear
absorption and somewhat irregular shape of the
crystal, seems reasonable.

On the basis of the refinement of sample CX-l'
and from precession photographs, the order-disor-
der mixing model for sample A-17 was assumed to
be of the wodginite-ixiolite type. Using the same
techniques as for sample CX-I, refinement of the
data set for the unheated crystal converged at
values of R : 6.5, wR : 6.40/0, and gave a degree
of order of 66(l)90. The refinement of the data set
for the heated crystal converged at values of R =
6.5, wR : 6.90/0, and gave a degree of order of
97(2)s/0, indicating that the heating experitnent
induced full order among cations (in terms of a
wodginite-like pattern of order versus an ixiolite-
like pattern of order). For both data collections,
the maximum peak-h",'ght on the final difference-
Fourier map was 3 e-/ 43. We attribute this to errors
in the absorption correction, due to the high value
of m.p (Table l), in conjunction with problems
with approximations of the crystal shape (hand-
shaped).

Rietveld reftnement

The refinement of the powder X-ray-diffraction
data was done with the program LHPM (Hill &
Howard 1986), a modification of the program
DBW 3.2 (Wiles & Young 1981). Scattering curves
for neutral atoms were used. A pseudo-Voigt.
function with a 20-dependent, refir,able
Lorentzian:Gaussian character was used as the
profile function.

The refinement was done in three stages. First
the scale factor, unit-cell parameters, mean back-
ground and 0" 2d position were refined, with all
positional parameters fixed at values for ordered
wodginile (Ferguson et al. 1976). Temperature
factors were initially fixed- at B(cation sites) = 0.6
A', B(anion sites) : 0.8 A2, but for later stages of
refinement were fixed at values given by Ferguson
et al. (1976) for cations (anisotropic)"and anions
(isotropic; set at average of B = 1.0 A,1. For the
second stage of refinement, the peak shape,
asymmetry and half-width parameters, and coeffi-
cients of the background polynomial (4th order)
were included as variables. For this and subsequent
sfages of the refinement, the refined 20 tange fot
each peak was set at four times the full width of
the peak at half-height. For the final stage of the
refinement, all positional parameters and the
occupancy of the ,4 site were added to the list of
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TABLE 3. FIML PAMMETER€I FOR Rj TVE1.D STRI'CTUNE RERNET'ENT OF

s@mngaf20,CqrG):
Urff€[pamde6:

P@k shape p@rutss:
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f|atuldhp@rBm
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b 11.4En(9, c 'ons( 
v ssr.Er(o
r:0.010(8), .pO00010(6)
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n. 074(11
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10bq),
a 0.4596(6),
p s1.04sF),
11 0(l),
AS 0.55(6)
u 0.08(E,
n -27(41,
1A
np 5,6
RqZS

E)or6l@6€d

Peak shapE:

Asyrut€"ry:

HatrdcffE;

Protqrsd didfdo:
DbcGpam, hdB:

.t E -t1+ 1& +.t (?,12

Ar - t - B $rSn le ru ll(4 7n )z s6 r
Hk- (Li'Ife +Vffi +tl)rE
t* - taIP1 + ( -P2try(n"Fl
np -, lylo -ybl | 8yb
aw- la!4 (yb-y# lrqyiPlle vtso V E 1 | yb
aE - 2llb- lbl t zlb
nq a IWA |tvyb2ltt2 wtwe U - 1 | yb

variables, resulting in Ro : 6.5, R*p : 8.2, Ra =
5.4V0. At this point, the (obs)-,I(calc) difference
pattern showed that the intensities of a number of
reflections were underestimated by the model, in a
manner consistent with either minor admixture of
manganotantalite in the sample, or with a slight
preferred orientation of the powder. A two-phase
refinement involving a lithiowodginite and man-
ganotantalite admixture resulted in insignificantly
different R factors; consequently, contamination
by manganotantalite is judged to be unlikely. The
(obs)-(calc) difference pattern suggested that the
{110} cleavage is responsible for the proposed
preferred orientation; refinement of the correction
for preferred orientation resulted in significantly
improved R factors of Re : 5.6, Rw : 7.3, Rs
= 3.890. The occupancy of the.4 site converged
at 0.85(2), which agrees reasonably well with the
results of the chemical analysis (occupancy of 0.96),
considering the inhomogeneity of the bulk sample
@rcit et al. 199?.a). The final values of important
profile-parameters are given in Table 3. A list of
observed and calculated profile-intensities and of
observed and calculated intensities of reflections
are available from the Depository of Unpublished
Data, CISTI.

RESULTS

The final values of the positional parameters and
equivalent isotropic displacement-factors for the
four structure refinements of the present study, for
wodginite C69-17 (Ferguson et al. 1976) and for
the compound M-LiTa3Os (Gatehouse et ql. 1976,
Santoro et ol. 1977) are given in Table 4. For this
and other tables, data for the,4 site in M-LiTa3Os
are taken from the powder neutron-diffraction
work of Santoro et al. (1977); data for all other
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TABTE 5. ANISOTNOP|o DISPI.ACEMENT.PARAMEIEM FOR WODGNIIE€FOUP
MINEFAI-S (PRESEN' STUDY)
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sites are taken from the single-crystal X-ray-diffrac-
tion results of Gatehouse et al. (1976).

Anisotropic displacement-factors for the single-
crystal refinements of the present study are given
in Table 5. The partially ordered samples show
large displacement-factors compared to previous
refinements of ordered members of the wodginite
group (Fergusonet al, 1976, Gatehouse et al. 1976).
However, the displacement-factors for heated
versas unheated sample A-17 are not significantly
different, indicating either that (l) if the large
displacement-factors represent minor positional
displacements between the various constituents of
a given site averaged over the volume of the crystal,
then heating does not significantly minimize these
positional displacements, or (2) the large displace-
ment-factors for the single crystals of the present
study are indicative of an error introduced by
inadequate absorption-correction; both crystals
studied are larger than ideal on the basis of their
linear absorption-coefficients. It is presently not
possible to state which of these effects is dominant.

The degree of order for each sample, based on
a wodginite-ixiolite mixing model, is summarized
in Table 6. Owing to the application of constraint
equations, the degree of order for partially ordered

TA$E A S|TECONTENIg FOFWODONITE€ROUP MNENAIS

samples is determined with a high degree of
precision. However, the mixing model used - is
continuous and linear; if the order-disorder
transformation from wodginite to ixiolite is non-
linear or discontinuous, then the standard devia-
tions associated with the refined degrees of order
would represent minimum estimates. Actual assign-
ments of sites based on the application of estintates
of degree of order are given in Table 6, and were
used in all subsequent calculations involving site
chemistry (e.9., bond valences).
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TABTE 9. POLYHEDRAL EDCE IENCTHS 6) FOF WODqNM€NOUP MINEMLS 2.24
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FIc. 3. Observed yersas calculated mean bond-lengths for
all refined structures of wodginite-group minerals. For
this figure, and ones to follow, data for sample TSE-76
are coded as filled symbols; data for the,4 octahedron
of the compound M-LiTa3Os are coded as oversized
symbols. The line drawn is not a least-squares fit, but
denotes a l:1 relationshio.

mean bondlengths at all sites quite well. The one
exception to this well-behaved relationship is the.4
polyhedron of M-LiTa3O6 and the B polyhedron
of wodginite TSE-76. The distinguishing charac-
teristic of these two structures is the presence of
significant amounts of Li.

The mean bondJengths for the B and C
polyhedra are practically identical, which in part
accounts for the phenomenon of Ta disorder
between the B and C sites. For all of the samples,
the mean bond-lengths for the z4 polyhedron are
distinctly larger than those for the .B and C
polyhedra; however, as one would expect, this
distinction is less for the partiaUy ordered samples
(grand mean deviation: 0.10 A) than in ordered
ones (grand mean deviation: 0.16 A).

Individual voriations in bond length

Figure 4 shows the relationship between the ionic
radii of the constituents at the A, B and C sites
(calculated from Table 6) *d the individual
bond-lengths for their corresponding coordination
polyhedra. Comparison among Figures 4a,4b and
4c shows that bond lengths for Li-poor merrrbers
of the wodginite group vary linearly with ionic
radius. However, the bond lengths for Li-rich
members of the group deviate considerably from
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Interatomic distances and angles for the single-
crystal experiments and for M-LiTa3O, were
calculated with the program PARST (Nardelli
1983) in the CRYSRULER package of programs
(Rizzoli et al. L986); distances and angles for the
Rietveld refinement were calculated with the
program BADTEA (Finger 1969). The bond lengths
for the various polyhedra are given in Table 7,
bond angles are given in Table 8, and polyhedral
edge-lengths are given in Table 9.

DrscussroN

In the discussions thar follow, ionic radii are
taken from Shannon (1976), Polyhedron distortion
parameters used are A (quadratic elongation =
D(li-l)/lo, where { is the individual bond-length,
/o refers to <{>), and &, the angle variance
lD(dt-90)2; 0 = O-M-O bond angle), is raken from
Robinson et ol. (1971).

Mean vqriations in bond lengths

As expected for close-packed oxide structures,
the observed mean bond-lengths at all the sites in
the wodginite structure are linear functions of the
radius of constituent cations. Furthermore, induc-
tive effects seem negligible, and a simple hard-
sphere model (Fig. 3) serves to predict the observed
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A - 02 the trends shown by the Li-poor compositions in
-{F the following ways:
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Fro. 4. Individual bondJengths versas constituent ionic

radii for the,4 octahedron (a), B octahedron (b), and
the C octahedron (c); the coding of symbols is as in
Figure 3. The regression curves for the.4 octahedron
are for Lipoor samples only; regression curves for the
B and C octahedra are based on all data except those
for sample TSE-76.
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(l) Sample TSE-?6 deviates most from the trends
shown by Li-poor compositions, and does so for
all polyhedra; however, only one set of values for
TSE-76 actually deviates significantly from the
trends, those bond lengths involving 03. Sample
TSE-76 is compositionally intermediate to
wodginite (MnSnTa2O6) and lithiowodginite (LiTa
Ta2Or), but it does not have structural properties
involving 03 that are intermediate between
wodginite (G69-17) and synthetic lithiowodginite
(M-LiTa3O). We thus conclude that the 03
position for sample TSE-76 is systematically in
error owing to probable inadequacies in the
Rietveld refinement.

(2) Bond leneths for the I and C polyhedra (Figs.
4b, c) of M-LiTa3Os follow the trends shown for
Li-poor wodginite, as do most of the bond lengths
for the ,4 polyhedron; however, the ,4-O4 bond
length deviates from the trend by 6o (Fig. 4a). The
,4 octahedron shows additional anomalous be-
havior, which suggests that this deviation is real.
First, the anomaly in bond lengths for the 1
octahedron is paralleled by anomalous edgeJengths
for the octahedron; Figure 5 shows that the mean
edge-length for the.4 polyhedron in M-LiTa3Os is
unusually large compared to the effective ionic
radius of the,4-site constituent (Li). As the oxygen
positions reported for M-LiTa3Os were taken from
the single-crystal structure refinement (Gatehouse
et at.1976), deviations in O-O separations for the
,4 octahedron cannot be ascribed to failings of the
Rietveld experiment. Second, anomalous behavior
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<B aq.t
(E,C)

tr
.B aq.t

(o)
o

0.8 o.8 t.0 1.2 1.4 t.8

B eq. (A slte)
Frc. 6. Mean equivalent isotropic displacement-faclor for

the .B and C cationic sites (squares) and oxygen sites
(circles) versus that for the z4 site lor all refined
structures of wodginite. Data for sample TSE-76 are
necessarily excluded, as displacement parameters were
not refined for this structure. Symbol coding is as in
Figure 3.

for the,4 octahedron in M-LiTa3O6 also is shown
by the displacement factors for the.4 cation (Fig.
6). Figure 6 indicates that Li-poor wodginite shows
linear behavior with regards to the ratios of any
one mean displacement-factor to arlother. M-
LiTa3Os deviates from this trend: the refined
displacement-factor for the .4 site is 5 to 6 times
larger than all other displacement-factors. Con-
sidering all lines of evidence for M-LiTa3O6, the
anomalous behavior associated with the Li atom
and its coordination polyhedron seems real.

We may summarize the principal features of the
anomalous behavior of the A (i,e,, Li) site in
M-LrTa3Os as follows: (i) the <,4-O) distance is
anomalously large relative to that expected for Li
as a constituent cation, and (ii) the refined
equivalent displacement-factor is anomalously
Iarge. Both ofthese features may be accounted for
by disorder of Li off the central,4 position. Thus
the structure is unable to relax sufficiently around
such a small cation as Li to allow it to occupy a
central position.

Bond valences were calculated from the bond
lengths using the constants of Ercit (1986) for Ta
(& : 1.927, N = 6.4) and Nb (& = 1.907, N =
4.4), and the constants of Brown (1981) for all
other cations. The bond valences are given in Table
10, and represent weighted averages based on the
proportions of the various cationic constituents at
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a given site (Table 8). Inspection of Table l0 shows
that the sums at the various sites agree quite well
with the aggregate charges at these various sites
based on the refined site-occupancies. The only
major discrepancy occurs for lithiowodginite, in
which the charge at the I site is significantly
underestimated by the bond-valence summation.

Polyhedral distortions

In addition to differences in bond lengths, there
are significant differences in angular distortion of
the polyhedra (Table l1). The .4 octahedron is the
most distorted; the style of distortion (elongation
of the ,4-O4 bond, shortening of the shared
polyhedral edge) is compatible with displacement
ofthe relatively weakly bonded A cation from the
geometric center of its polyhedron due to .4-B
repulsion within the [A,B] ztg-zag chains of the
wodginite structure. The C octahedron is marginal-
ly less distorted than the.4 octahedron in terms of

TABI-E 11. POLYHEDRALD TOFNON NWODGNNESOUP MNENALS
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d, and marginally more distorted in terms of A.
Distortion of the C octahedron can also be
interpreted as due to C-C repulsion within the
zig-zag chains that contain only C octahedra. The
least-distorted polyhedron is the B octahedron; it
is presumably less distorted than the z4 octahedron
owing to the differences in bond strength between
B-O bonds (Pauling bond-strength of 4/6 v.u. for
Srt'*) versus A-O bonds (Pauling bond-strength of
2/6 v.u. for Mn2+) in the A,B zig-zag chains.

Polyhedral distortion also varies with the degree
of order; coordination polyhedra of partially
ordered members of the wodginite group tend to
be less distorted than those of ordered members,
an observation that holds both for single samples
(e.g., heated and unheated sample A-17) and for
the data set as a whole (the grand mean values of
A, d for samples of partially ordered wodginite are
10, 54; for samples of ordered wodginite, they are
23, 67).

Symmetry aspects of cation order

The details of the structural relationships among
ixiolite, tantalite and wodginite were summarized
by Grice et al. (1976); Figure 7 shows the
relationships among the unit cells of these three
minerals. It is immediately apparent from Figure 7
that there is a very strong interaction between cell
size, cell shape, space-group symmetry and patterns
of cation order; it is worthwhile to explore these
relationships further.

Ixiolite has space-group symmetry Pbcn and a
completely disordered distribution of cations. In
principle, some ordering of cations is possible in

ixioli le-

//-z
Frc. 7. Orientation and volume relationships among the

unit cells of the ixiolite (shaded), columbite (solid rule)
and wodginite (broken rule) structures (after Grice el
al. 1976\.

TABL-E 12 SUBGROUPS OFPtcrt

onhstDmblc Unlque
,{d9

an ixiolite-like cell if the symmetry is reduced.
However, in order for the general structural
arrangement to be compatible with the lower
symmetry, the possible space-gxoups are restricted
to subgroups of Pbcn. These are given Table 12;
note that there is no change in the size or shape of
the unit cell. The content of the unit cell of ixiolite
is lABC2Osl, letting 24, B and C represent the
crystal-chemically distinct types of cations common
in these minerals. For complete order to occur in
this cell, the minimum rank of an equipoint (of a
special or general position) must be l. This rules
out all space groups except P2, PT and Pl;
however, with these space-group symmetries, com-
plete order h an lABCrOrl ixioliteJike structure is
possible.

The alternative possibility is to increase the size
of the unit cell of the structure in order to
accommodate cation order. However, there are still
symmetry restrictions on this process: the space
group of the resultant ordered structure must be a
subgroup of the symmetry group of the "ex-
panded" ixiolite prototype structure. Formally, we
may €xpress this as

G . € G I U [ T ]

where Go is the symmetry of the ordered phase, GI
is the space-group symmetry of the prototype
ixiolite (Pbcn), and {Tl is the collection of
translations that map out the unit cell of the
ordered phase from that of ixiolite. In order for
Go to be a space group, the ordering of cations
must result in a loss of the simple translations in

{T}; however, combinations of translations can be
retained, as these become lattice centerings in Go.
We may distinguish two situations with regard to
the translations present in [Tl: (i) the cell is
increased by an even multiple in a specific direction;
(ii) the cell is increased by an odd multiple in a
specific direction (e.9., tripled). In the first case,
we lose any element of translational symmetry (e,9.,
2r, b, n) with a translational component in the
direction of cell doubling or quadrupling. In the
second case, the symmetry elements initially present
in GI are unaffected by the cell tripling. AII possible
groups for doubled, tripled and quadrupled
unit-cells are shown in Table 13.

If the prototype cell is doubled, the minimum
rank of an equipoint required for complete order
of a wodginite-like composition2[ABC+Oa] is 2. Of

Pb2i ft14b P( Pbt 00
P&21 P2lc P2 Pc (tl
Poi Pt"ln P( Ptt' trt
P2t?2t

x
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a ,y ,z

,1 sy, z
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Pbc4, F2lc

P42I Plc

Pb24, F4,lb

Tripts Ce[

POfi I + an ebg@ps ctPbcn,sTable tzl

maximum symmetry consistent with its optimum
pattern of order. Of course, the latter is occasional-
ly modified by low-temperature (2nd order) dis-
placive phase-transitions, but even these commonly
involve additional ordering of cations or anions.
Accordingly, we will restrict our attention to those
structural possibilities that allow full cation order
of an nlABCrO6l composition with maximum
symmetry, and will not consider any subgroup
derivatives of these (i.e., lower-symmetry
monoclinic or triclinic symmetries). If we strictly
adhere to the principle that the structure adopts the
maximum symmetry consistent with full order, all
possible space-groups for double-cell schemes must
have a maximum rank of an equipoint of 4; this is
the case for the orthorhombic space-groups and the
centrosymmetric monoclinic space-groups. Foi the
quadruple-cell schemes, equipoints in possible
space-groups must have a maximum rank of 8; this
is the case for (2x,2y,4)C2/c, which is the observed
scheme of order in wodginite. Double- and
quadruple-cell schemes of order are shown in
Figure 8. Note that for (x,2y, z)nP2t, there must
be two crystallographically distinct Ta positions;
this is also the case for the other quadruple-cell
patterns of order [the example of (x,2y, z)F2r22,
is shown in Fig. 81, and presumably these schemes
are not viable on account of their uneconomical
use of symmetry.

What is very interesting about the four principal
schemes of order in Figure 8 is that they are the
four simplest patterns that can occur in this type
of arrangement. We can summarize their principal
features very simply:
(2x, y, 7)P2/c: all distinct cations ordered in
different chains;
(x,2y, z)P2/c: z4 and B (Mn and Sn) alternate along
chains on one level, Ta completely ordered at all
chains on alternate levels;
(x, y, 2z)Pb2n: only one distinct type of chain,
ordered along Z in the sequence A-C-B-C...;
(2x,2y, z)C2,/c: A and B (Mn and Sn) alternare
along chains at one level, Ta completely ordered at
all chains on alternate levels.

As there are no recorded examples of wodginite
with P2/c or Pb2n symmetry, we must conclude
that (2x, 2y, z)A/c is the most stable pattern of
order. There do not seem to be any obvious features
of the schemes of order in Figure 8 that indicare
C2,/c to be the preferred arrangement. The most
obvious feature on which to base an assessment of
the patterns of order is the relative cation-cation
repulsion, local association of high-charge calions
presumably maximizing this particular energetic
term. Arrang ement (2x, y, z) F2 / c has the maximum
association of high-charge cations, both Ta-Ta and
Sn-Sn coupling being at their maximum. Of the
other three arrangements, (x,2y, z)P2/c arrd (2x,

lPb,, Pcv, ni PZ Pl, Pi)

lW,n,Pzf,pc,pl,p1l

IPt,, P1 PF, n1, Pb, PI, P1l

Q@druple Cell

C2tc IP2lq C2,Cc, P1 Pc, C1, pl, C1, p1l

2.,n2 Bry,a2

&4,2 42
IPb, P,81, P1l

In, A1, P1l

the possible space-groups for a double cell (Table
B), PbAt has a minimum rank of an equipoint of
4, and thus is not a candidate for a possible
structure. This leaves two ofihorhombic (F2r22,
and Pb2n) and two monoclinic (FZ/c and P2,"/b)
space groups, together with all of the lower
symmetries of the subgroups listed in Table 13.

If the prototype cell is tripled, the minimum rank
of an equipoint required for complete order of a
wodginite-like composition 3lABC2O8l is l. Pos-
sible symmetries are Pbcn (Table 13) or any
subgroup of Pbcn (Table 12), but the requirement
in equipoint rank reduces this to y2, Pl or Pl.
Note that the situation is much more convenient
for order of a tantalite-like composition:
3lABC2O8l * lA34cp2il - I@p)(BzC)Ozql -
lX4Y8O24l, which can fit into Pbcn symmetry in an
ordered fashion, as the minimum rank of an
equipoint required for ordering is 4, as is the case
for Pbcn.

Ifthe prototype cell is quadrupled, then a larger
number of structures seems possible, as the cell can
be quadrupled in one direction or doubled in two
directions. If the cell is quadrupled in one direction,
the space-group symmetries arising from this are
those listed under "Double Cell" in Table 13.
However, the cell contents arenow 4[ABC2O6], and
the minimum rank of an equipoint required for
complete order is 4; hence all space groups listed
in Table 13 under this heading are possible for
ordered structures. If the quadruple cell is produced
by doubling in two directions, the possible
space-group symmetries are Q/c, BU, 82 and A2;
the minimum rank of an equipoint required is 4,
and thus all of these space groups are compatible
with ordered arrangements of cations.

There are presumably two factors affecting the
actual choice of the structure of wodginite, the
drive for cation order, and the observation that a
structure generally adopts the arrangement of
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B-C
\
B-c

7- !2,3/ t

A - C
\
A - C

Z= O, 1/t

OUADRUPLE-CELL OR

(?x,4,2)C2lc

c-c c-c
\ / \

B - A  A - B

/ \ /c-c c-c
\ /
A - B B-A

Ftc. 8. Selected arrangements of cation order for supercells of the ixiolite structure.

2y, z)C2/c are very similar; in each arrangement,
the chains are the same, the only difference being
a l/2b displacement of the structure at each A-B

.llevel. Arrangement (x, y,2z)PbLr? seems the most
'favorable from the point of cation repulsion, as it
separates the Ta atoms from each other. Thus a
simple argument of this sort cannot account for
the sole occurrence of the (2x, 2y, z)A/c structure
for wodginite; more sophisticated calculations of
energy seem necessary. These calculations, together
with additional experimental and theoretical work
on the order-disorder relations in this system, are
currently under way.

SuvuerY

(1) The degree of cation order for wodginite-group
minerals is variable. Partially ordered samples are
structurally intermediate to wodginite and ixiolite.
(2) With respect to structure refinements for

members of the wodginite group, the use of
constraint equations involving a wodginite-ixiolite
mixing model can give precise measures of the
degree of cation order.
(3) The heating of samples under conventional
conditions of 1000'C for 16 hours induces full
order of cations in wodginite-group minerals.
(4) For both mean and individual bond-lengths, a
simple hard-sphere model predicts compositional
and structural variations well. However, Li-rich
samples show deviations that seem to indicate that
Li is disordered off the .4 position.
(5) For a wodginite-like ABC2O, composition,
patterns of order involving an ixiolite subcell have
been considered. Symmetry considerations for unit
cells to four times the cell volume of ixiolite show
four most probable patterns of order. Three of
these are doubled cells; one is a quadrupled cell
(wodginite structure). Only the quadrupled cell
occurs naturally; because there is nothing obvious
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about its scheme of order to indicate why the
quadrupled cell is preferred, more sophisticated
calculations of energy will be necessary to explain
why only this variant occurs naturally.
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